TEACHER GUIDE

TEACHERS: Please read below requirements and relay information to all chaperones attending. We need you to read and sign your copy stating that you have received and understand these requirements.

CHAPERONES: The following suggestions are designed to make your experience at the Arizona Science Center as enjoyable as possible:

Know the names of the students in your group and take a picture of your group prior to entering the center in case you are separated.

Leave backpacks or large items on the bus or other transportation. You are responsible for personal objects.

If you are following the Focused Field Trip, read through the investigation materials before you arrive. Read each investigation out loud to your group before they begin. Be sure to pick up a map of the center at the Information Zone desk to help you find the exhibits.

Encourage students to explore and investigate. Talk with them about their experiences during the visit. Interact with your students and guide them through the center with minimal phone usage.

If you are bringing food, know where your lunches are stored, where you are going to eat and what time you are scheduled to eat.

You are responsible for the safety and behavior of students assigned to you. No running, foul language, food, drinks, candy or gum are permitted in Arizona Science Center. Water bottles are allowed and there are drinking fountains available inside. Certain misbehaviors could be ground for leaving the Center.

Make sure your group stays close together at all times and travels together from exhibit to exhibit.

Know the times and names of any special workshop, demonstration, movie, planetarium show, etc., your group is due to attend. Arrive at least 10 minutes early. (We do not allow groups to enter late if a movie or planetarium show has started.)

If you have a CREATE Challenge, InReach Workshop or Lab scheduled, know when and where you need to meet the instructor so that you can walk to the workspace together. These are not held on the main floors with exhibits and require escort.

Know what time you need to meet up at the end of the visit and do not forget any non-disposable lunch containers in the Lunchroom.

Do your head counts before leaving the building, and reference group photos before loading the bus.

Visit azscience.org to explore our galleries that have over 300 hands-on exhibits found on four levels!

I confirm that I have read the requirements of a school field trip chaperone.

Name: _____________________________________________ Date: __________________________